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Customer Feature
Help file has been updated for new 4.7 features (updated text has not been translated to Norwegian)
[ RENO-15690, Resolved, As a user, I want to have an updated help file ]

FM installations can now be configured to ignore irrelevant items no longer found in RF.
[ RENO-15668, Resolved, As a user, I don't want to see a resept in AF/Samstemming if it no longer exists in RF ]

FM now comes with an updated RF certificate when installed.
[ RENO-15587, Resolved, As the FM installer, I want to install an updated RF certificate ]

Users with Kj access are now able to do an acute KJ lookup when patient has locked prescriptions
[ RENO-15398, Resolved, As a KJ enabled user, I want to be able to do an acute KJ lookup when patient has locked
prescriptions ]

Users with KJ access are now able to do an acute KJ lookup when patient has restricted access to KJ
[ RENO-15397, Resolved, As a KJ enabled user, I want to be able to do an acute KJ lookup when patient has restricted
access to KJ ]

Users with KJ lookup access are now able to do an acute KJ lookup, without getting the patient's
consent
[ RENO-15396, Resolved, As a KJ enabled user, I want to be able to do an acute KJ lookup, without getting the patient's
consent ]

FM has an updated kodeverk number 7110.
Items which are currently using codes which have been removed will not show the old codes but an
empty field.
[ RENO-15339, Resolved, As a user, I want to use updated ICD-10 codes ]

FM now handles the case where the user that does a KJ lookup has not confirmed his/her knowledge of
the KJ. In this case, a popup is shown informing the user that he must open the KJ web portal and
register this confirmation there.
The support for a missing KJ "godkjenningsprøve" has been removed, as this is no longer required by
KJ.
[ RENO-15311 (202713), Resolved, VS: 202713 - Godkjenningsprøve is no longer Mandatory for lookup in KJ, and error
message has to be removed ]

FM supports new data in coding systems 9090 and 7452
[ RENO-15245, Resolved, As the FM, I want to support updated kodeverk 9090 and 7452 ]

Users can no longer import prescriptions with a past stop date even if "Allow local edit on import" (Admin
configuration parameter) is available.
[ RENO-15183 (TFS-197867), Resolved, As a user, I should not be able to import after the prescription's stop date is
passed ]

Removed institution configuration parameter that allowed to ask the user if samstemming should be
opened.
[ RENO-14966, Resolved, User is not asked if samstemming should open when the parameter is set that way ]

Feature
During discharge samstemming, clicking the Add button on the matched RF prescription for an updated
resept, a new row (treatment) will be created for the incoming prescription from discharge. The new row
will be unmatched and the user is required to handle it before closing samstemming.
[ RENO-15570, Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - As a doctor i want to handle external items when matched with Meona items in
discharge samstemming ]

When generating reports from the Admin module and there are multiple configured institutions, users
are now able to select the responsible institution when opening a patient from the report.
[ RENO-15353, Resolved, As an admin module user, I want to select institution when opening a patient from a report ]

Customer Defect
A new automatic lookup is no longer started after completing discharge samstemming.
[ RENO-15693 (209858), Resolved, VS: 209858 - Automatic RF lookup is started after completing discharge
samstemming ]

Simple and advanced structured dosing tabs in the prescription window now show validation messages
if there is no dssn text present, generated or manually entered, to clarify why the Save button isn't
enabled.
[ RENO-15678 (207863), Resolved, VS: 207863 - M1 can be sent without dosing information if "structured dosing" is
selected but not populated ]

Fixed FM freezing when re-opening a patient after discharge samstemming having locked prescriptions
in the RF.
[ RENO-15672 (209858), Resolved, VS: 209858 - FM freezes when re-opening discharge samstemming if patient has
external unhandled locked resept ]

Fixed a bug where FM would stop processing incoming asynchronous messages.
[ RENO-15579 (208636), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - FM fails to read asynchronous messages from the inbox folder ]

Fixed mandatory yellow frame not showing during discharge samstemming
[ RENO-15578 (207447), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - VS: 207447 - External LIB items that do not match Meona LIB, do not
have yellow frame as the RFC#12 2.4.5.1 indicates that they should have ]

Fixed samstemming changes when the discharge session is initialized or continued by two different
doctors.
[ RENO-15577 (207724), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - VS: 207724 - Discharge samstemming changes after doctor has
closed the samstemming and reopens it again. ]

Fixed mandatory yellow frame not showing during discharge samstemming
[ RENO-15576 (207447), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - VS: 207447 - External LIB items that do not match Meona LIB, do not
have yellow frame as the RFC#12 2.4.5.1 indicates that they should have ]

Fixed database reference error when canceling Discharge samstemming.
[ RENO-15575, Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - Error when canceling Discharge samstemming ]

Fixed a problem where the FNR of a newly created patient would be marked as inactive, and therefore
not shown in FM UI or sent to the RF.
[ RENO-15573 (207264), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - VS: 207264 - FM does not show PID when we create new patients ]

Magistrelle Prescriptions in the FM allow longer package size units than before to prevent db error when
prescribing.
[ RENO-15572 (204703), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - Cannot prescribe a preparation when using FEST with updated
kodeverk for package size units ]

Fixed FM not accepting a new changed file from Meona.
[ RENO-15571 (207061), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - VS: 207061 - FM does not accept a new changed file from Meona
when FM already has received one from Meona without opening FM inbetween those two files. ]

Items stopped in Meona "samstemming" that are only local, i.e. do not have an RF match, are now
correctly shown as handled.
[ RENO-15569 (206823), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - Stopping a Meona item in discharge samstemming leaves the item
with a "yellow triangle" warning ]

The FM will not send out more than one personal identification number per patient.
[ RENO-15568 (206515), Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - RF rejects messages after the patient ID has been updated in FM ]

Fixed error when cleaning up HelseId failed client registrations
[ RENO-15567, Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - Cleaning up HelseId client registrations is not working ]

Fixed error when cleaning up HelseId failed client registrations
[ RENO-15564, Resolved, CLONE (4.6) - Cleaning up HelseId client registrations is not working ]

Fixed answering an add question for a Kosttilskudd not triggering a new pll
[ RENO-15509 (207122), Resolved, Kosttilskudd added by pharmacy with "Add-to-LIB?" question does not trigger a new
M25.1 when the question is answered ]

Fixed missing CAVE name when editing ATC CAVE.
[ RENO-15503, Resolved, Missing name when editing ATC CAVE ]

Fixed returning empty DN value for unknown ATC code when calling LesCave
[ RENO-15294 (202482), Resolved, 202482 - Missing DN-value in when recieving unknown ATC-cave in M25.x ]

Epic
RFC#57 - "Dentist privileges" implemented as described in the RFC document
[ RENO-15527, Test iteration, RFC#57 - Dentist privileges ]

RFC#45 - "Changes to the Verify message" implemented as described in the RFC document
[ RENO-15400, Test iteration, RFC#45 - Changes to the Verify message ]

RFC#52 - "Sending PLL" implemented as specified in the RFC document
[ RENO-15399, Test iteration, RFC#52 - Sending PLL ]

